Empire Hops, LLC Summer Internship Opportunities

We are looking for bright students interested in the exciting world of hop farm construction and management. The summer of 2016 we will be building/managing hop farms in Northern Michigan and interested in interns to help with the projects. The position would involve building hop trellis, planting hops, as well as a number of other aspects associated with taking hop plants from starts to the final pelletized product.

The trellis construction involves taking vacant land and installing a grid system of poles and cables to support the growth of hop vines and eventually hop cones.

Planting will start with potting hop roots into trays in green houses this upcoming Spring. As the trellis is being built the plants will continue to grow until they are ready to be planted in early summer.

The management aspect will be ongoing at our operating farms. This involves plant care, stringing, training, and spray schedules.

Any student with questions or looking to apply should submit a resume and cover letter to Nick Florip at nicholas.florip1@gmail.com.

Thank you.

Nick Florip
Empire Hops, LLC